
A WONDERFUL
PARTICULARITY

Viewing as presentation
is recommended.



A great thinker such as
Napoleon Hill writes:

EVERYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE
YOU CAN REALIZE

He also speaks of a natural
principle calling it the

PRINCIPLE OF EQUIVALENCE

Summarized as follows:

If nature takes with one hand  
it gives back an equivalent

with the other hand

IF NATURE TAKES YOU SOMETHING
GIVES YOU AN EQUAL QUANTITY OF

ANOTHER SOMETHING.



There is a scientific experiment
called:

THE EXPERIENCE OF

 DOUBLE SLIT

The experience consists in
passing electrons through two

very thin slits  
and to observe the image

formed on a sensitive plate 
(A series of parallel lines).

Similar to take a photo



Incredibly, the image changes
depending on whether the

electrons are observed (Using
special instruments)  

during the passage through the
slits or not.

Observing electrons changes
their behavior and changes the
result of the experiment (The
experience can be repeated all
over the world). A bit like as an

actively concentrated
psychology somehow can

actively modify the 
sequence of real events.

This active role of psychology
on reality is not disclosed  

and, in any case, tacitly
accepted in some scientific

fields.



However

 it is not necessary to disturb
particles. 

Everyone has the intuition and
the ability to realize that if a

person strongly imagine
something about his own future

 it will happen

 (A bit as if unconsciously the
person sets events and

behaviors in motion that lead to
the realization of what he

strongly imagined).

The concept is well known AND
REITERATED in many modern

communication texts.

WHAT YOU IMAGE WILL BE

 WILL BECOME

REALITY



Technology today allows us to
have experimental results,

but the same concept has been
carried on by Characters of
immense historical significance

which certainly need no
introduction.

I'm talking about

JESUS

 Jesus asserts, again and again,
that it is FUNDAMENTAL to

BELIEVE. The action of believing
means, indeed, TO PROJECT

yourself in what will be your
future.

 The action of believing means
to imagine yourself projected
into a VERY SPECIFIC future.



Everyone knows that children
have the concept of life as
something that never ends.

Some people think that men and
women, spent the years of

youth, entering the stage of
the honorable age, slowly were

children again.

And in fact they also seem to
reacquire certain typical

characteristics of children s’
psychology.

It would be good that

men and women, in honorable
age, also regain that innate

perception of life as something
that never ends.

That means recovering
 the CHILD

 dormant in each of us.



IT MEANS TO USE
AN INNATE

CAPACITY TO
PROJECT

OURSELVES IN A
WELL

DETERMINED
FUTURE

Each of us has the ability to
realize that we are different

from a piece of metal.

Each of us has the ability to
realize that our being is

structured differently from a
simple piece of metal.

Our being has a particularity.

This particularity is defined by
some people as SOUL.



Let s take from nature a’
creature like caterpillar.

Life of caterpillar is not an end
in itself.

Caterpillar lives according to
the butterfly it will become.



If caterpillar convinces itself
that it is only a little caterpillar

it would never become a
butterfly.

May

 men and women maintain the
perception and awareness of
the particularity they carry
inside which END/BEGINNING is
to deviate from the limits of

materiality.

The natural principle of
equivalence requires that what
nature takes it is returned to

you as a different form.

If nature takes an

 EVERYTHING

 from you, it will give you an 

 EQUAL EVERYTHING

 as a different form.

 BELIEVING becomes
fundamental



 BELIEVING means projecting
yourself into what will be your

future.

It means allowing the
particularity you carry inside
(Your inner essence, the best
perception of yourself you can

have) to break free.

BE CALM

and 

    BELIEVE



Cordial greetings
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